
Mallorca‘s Leading Hotel Broker

Exquisite Boutique Hotel in Capdepera
Mallorca, Northeast, Capdepera, Hotels for Sale

Hotels & Restaurants - North East - Capdepera

960 m² 900 m² 12 12

Property Description

Information upon request Please note that this offer is valid for potential buyers only. Before providing any further information or arranging viewings,
proof of adequate funds may be required. Discretion is key and therefore some hotels and restaurants are not being listed on this site. Please send us
your search criteria and we?ll endeavour to find suitable properties from our complete portfolio.

Details

Ref No H-1005

Plot size 900 m²

Living space 960 m²

Bedrooms 12

Bathrooms 12

Parking spaces 8



Mallorca‘s Leading Hotel Broker

Aircondition Cold and Warm

Heating Central heating

EPC Pending

Building permission Available

Building plan Available

Concession Hotel

Amenities fitness

Price 4.250.000 €

The north-east - calm and modern

This part of the island belongs to the Llevant region, the Majorcan word for sunrise. Gorgeous beaches, romantic almond groves and old houses in the
country make up this region, along with lively seaside resorts, excellent golf courses and a host of leisure time facilities. Both those in search of peace
and quiet and sports enthusiasts will find what they are looking for here. This is where the old Majorca meets the culture of the modern island:
century-old buildings and olive trees blend in with stylish cafés, miles of beach promenades under palm trees and beach clubs to chill out in.

The fishing village of Porto Cristo is surrounded by lively, charming spots like Cala Millor, Cala Ratjada or Capdepera. Their small, sheltered bays
make them particularly appealing for families. Thanks to the modern transport connections and the proximity to the capital, Palma, which is only 40
minutes away, properties in this region are much sought-after and market values are considered to be extremely stable.
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I am looking forward to hear from you

Kai Stuber
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